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That headline will read as downright odd to anybody who follows kickboxing. Gokhan Saki is
known as being one of the most exciting high level kickboxers in the world, who has overcome
the odds over and over again. He is one of the few fighters who is always undersized going into
his bouts, but always puts his all into every fight, leaving nothing to question.

Well, according to Saki's Twitter account, he wants to fight in Strikeforce .

My arm is oke I hope to fight at glory and in the summer for strike force!

If you are like me, you don't even know what to read into this. It is good that his arm is doing
better now, and is perfectly logical that he wishes to fight for Golden Glory's next show, which is
coming up in a few months. The surprise is that he wants to fight in Strikeforce. This, coming off
some rather substantial rumors that It's Showtime is looking to break into the United States
market next year and that their relationship with Scott Coker is "healthy" makes one wonder if
maybe there is a chance of seeing some of the best kickboxers in the world fight in the US,
regardless of the banner in 2011.

Of course, the kicker was him taking a pot shot at rival Melvin Manhoef .
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Yes I like to fight manhoef at mma fight I win for sure by submussion heheheeheh!!!

Gokhan by armbar, somebody book this.

UPDATE: We've received word that this wasn't just a one-off joke post by Saki, there is some
weight to this. Saki
is in talks with Strikeforce.
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